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New at Schneider and the Makers Line: Paint-It Twin Marker 040

A sustainable and ergonomic Twin Marker completes the Makers Line range. It can be individually equipped with
two different colour cartridges and/or two different tip options. A total of thirty colours, a blender and a brush tip or
a fine round tip can be selected. The brush tip is ideal for large-scale and homogeneous colouring, the fine round
tip for exact detail work and sharp lines. With the Schneider Twin Marker, everyone gets an excellent solution for
painting, hand lettering, scrapbooking and colouring. Uniform surfaces and clean colour transitions are easy to
achieve.The modern triangular design thus offers many combination options for individual work. The marker
consists of a pen body into which a cartridge can be screwed in and out from both sides. Each cartridge consists
of its own cartridge body with tip and cap and can be changed again easily, cleanly and without the risk of dirty
hands at any time. The correct click when inserted is audible. The use of cartridges saves ten g of plastic each.
The odourless, sophisticated and water-based ink with good UV resistance guarantees rich stroke. The colours
are miscible and very brilliant.The grip surface of the marker is pleasantly matt, and the top of the cap is marked
with the tip, line and colour code. The dark Schneider specific deep blue barrel is triple printed with model name
"Schneider Paint-It", "Twin Marker 040" and with "Recycled Made in Germany". Each cartridge is also printed
with the colour code.The cartridge is made from 95% recycled plastic, the marker body from 92% recycled plastic
and certified according to EuCertPlast/ DIN Certco. Markers and cartridges "Made by Schneider" and "Made in
Germany".The Twin Marker is offered in three different sized sales units. A complete set in a cardboard box with
one complete marker, ten empty marker bodies and cartridges per tip and colour (72 parts), and two smaller sets
(52 and 27 parts). A cardboard cartridge box with two pieces will also be available. The product also convinced
the jurors. It won the Red Dot Award for "Product Design 2022" and prevailed against a maximum number of
submissions from all over the world in the evaluation for design quality as well as degree of innovation. It may
now carry the winning label true to the motto "Winning is the Beginning". Schneider is proud of this international
recognition and attention.

The entire Makers Line series also received the German Brand Award 2022.
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The Schneider Paint-It 040 Twin Marker can be individually equipped with two different colour cartridges and/or
two different tip options.
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The brush tip of the Schneider Paint-It 040 Twin Marker is ideal for large-scale and homogeneous colouring, the
fine round tip for exact detail work and sharp lines.
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Uniform surfaces and clean colour transitions are easy to achieve with the Schneider Paint-It 040 Twin Marker.
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Schneider Paint-It 040 Twin Marker consists of a pen body into which a cartridge can be screwed in and out from
both sides.
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The grip surface of the Schneider Paint-It 040 Twin Marker is pleasantly matt, and the top of the cap is marked
with the tip, line and colour code.
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Each cartridge of the Schneider Paint-It 040 Twin Marker is also printed with the colour code.
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